hibit allergy and hypersensitivity responses, usually acting nonspecifically, but can also proceed in an antigen-specific manner due to the coating of the exosome surface with antibodies. Deep analysis of processes mediated by exosomes should result in the development of early diagnostic biomarkers, as well as allergen-specific, preventive and therapeutic strategies. These will likely significantly diminish the risks of current allergen-specific parenteral desensitization procedures, and of the use of systemic immunosuppressive drugs. Since extracellular vesicles are physiological, they can be fashioned for the specific delivery of therapeutic molecular instructions through easily tolerated, noninvasive routes, such as oral ingestion, nasal administration, and perhaps even inhalation.
This has been exquisitely shown at the central immunological synapse between T cells and antigen (Ag)-presenting cells (APC) [1] . Furthermore, locally secreted exosomes can then enter the vasculature to act systemically on distant cells in an endocrine manner. We have demonstrated this recently for splenic and lymph node-derived T suppressor (Ts) cell-secreted suppressive exosomes. They regulate the interface of APC and effector T cells at the peripheral tissue site of an immune inflammatory response [2] . Morphologically, exosomes are spherical vesicles with a bilamellar membrane that are 50-200 nm in diameter depending on the source and activation state of the donor cell [2] . They are formed by budding from the wall of terminal endosomes to then accumulate at the intracellular periphery in the multivesicular body (MVB). When the MVB undergoes exocytosis, there is the release of the contained bunches of exosomes into the extracellular space [3, 4] . Alternatively, microvesicles bud individually from the cell surface, are larger (200-1,000 nm) and mediate similar mechanisms with great overlap in the characteristics of exosomes. Together they are called extracellular vesicles. Study of exosomes is a new field concerned with very large numbers of very tiny vesicles, for which there are as yet no specially designed machines for their particular analysis. According to current experimental observations, there seems to be billions of exosomes per milliliter of blood, which is about a million times greater than the blood cells and they are one thousandth the size of the cells. Moreover, there is a great variability of vesicle types, with many subtypes in the exosome preparations [5] . There is also a significant variation in properties between individual exosomes, including their membrane content [6] and their contained proteome and types of RNAs [7] [8] [9] , with yet further variability due to the stage of maturity and activation of the cells generating the exosomes [2, 10, 11] . The proteome and RNAome of exosomes differ markedly from those from their donor cells, indicating active mechanisms of their production, sorting and loading as cargo.
Exosomes are natural and physiological ancient nanoparticles of life, since they are made by all cells, are present in all body fluids and are made in some form by all species down to and through fungi [4] and bacteria [12, 13] . Accordingly, it is well known that bacteria produce microbial extracellular vesicles (mEV) at their surface, formerly termed outer membrane vesicles, which enable the transfer of contents consisting of enzymes and toxins [14] to regulate other bacteria. Furthermore, mEV, also known as bacterial outer membrane vesicles (OMV), are now known to contain RNAs [15, 16] . Importantly, mEV can crucially influence host allergic immune responses. They have the ability to drive clinical diseases, such as in atopic dermatitis, via the mEV from skin surface microorganisms commonly associated with this allergic disease, such as staphylococci [17] and fungi [18] .
Compared to whole nucleated cells, exosomes offer cell-free therapy without the transfer of possibly oncogenic DNA. However, DNA fragments have recently been demonstrated in exosomes from cancer cells [19] [20] [21] . Thus, in some instances the functions of cells can be replaced by their produced exosomes. A prominent example is that mesenchymal stem cell healing functions can often be completely replaced by their exosomes [22] [23] [24] [25] , which in some cases has been shown to be due to identified exosome miRNA cargo [26, 27] . A very important difference from cells is that exosomes are resistant to harsh conditions, like a pH of 3-4 [28, 29] or even a pH of 1 [30] , encountered in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract, as well as hyperosmolarity due to the expression of the water channel called aquaporin-1 [31] , and hyperoxia [32] or hypoxia [33] , when the exosome donor cells are stimulated under those conditions. Therefore, extracellular vesicles, such as exosomes from various sources, play a newly recognized, important and diverse role in physiological processes and pathological conditions relevant to diseases, such as those of allergy and hypersensitivities.
Exosome Transfer of Signaling Proteins and Genetically Active RNAs Pertinent to Allergy and Hypersensitivity
There is a well-recognized role of exosomes in allergy [34] . The outstanding new property that exosomes bring to allergic and other responses is the transfer between cells of functional genetic material and signaling proteins. Transferred regulatory RNAs can then epigenetically alter gene function in the acceptor cells [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , while transferred signaling proteins, like wnt , can alter their intracellular functions [42] [43] [44] [45] . Accordingly, such transfer of genetic information has been shown for immune [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , hypersensitivity [2] , IgE [51] and allergic asthmatic [52] responses. Such intercellular communication and consequent regulation at the genetic level is unprecedented in human physiology and disease processes. Therefore, this greatly widens the possibilities of a more complete understanding and more precise interventions in allergy and related immune-mediated diseases. As noted, there is a great variability between exosomes, even those produced by the same cell [6] , in their proteome [53] and RNAome. Importantly, functional mRNA and miRNAs can be a small percentage of the total exosome RNA [2, 54, 55] . However, functions of many of the miRNAs still have to be delineated. The remaining RNA cargo is usually made up of other classes of RNA, including long noncoding RNAs of unknown significance, along with numerous ribosomal RNA fragments and tRNAs, also of unknown functions [2, 54, 55] . Therefore, the exosome exchange of molecules between cells is a sophisticated and potentially quite heterogeneous process of great complexity. This has diverse functional consequences for the mediation and modulation of cellular functions in immunity, allergy and hypersensitivity. On a wider level, the potential for exosome transfer of functional RNAs and signaling proteins from neighboring and distant cells of other systems that previously were mostly thought to be independent of allergy and immunity. However, these microenvironmental tissue cells now should be seen as likely to be interacting with or affecting the cells mediating allergic and immunological responses. For instance, exosomes derived from various cell types of the microenvironment influence the established immune cell-cell interactions in allergy and immunity, and thus are now considered as important in actual in vivo circumstances. Figure 1 shows how this might apply to interactions of the various immune and stromal tissue cell populations in the airways of asthma patients. The intercellular transfer of RNAs mediating epigenetic changes and exchange of signaling molecules, including transcription factors [56] , or their regulators [57] , makes this a powerful new source for a fuller understanding of allergy and hypersensitivity. Consequently, this should provide new diagnostic opportunities and therapeutic maneuvers to potentially intervene in allergic and immunological disease processes at entirely new levels.
Effects of Exosome Intercellular Interactions on Allergy and Immunity
According to the above considerations, exosomes have recently been shown to exhibit great effects on immunological activities as mediators involved in many stages of immune and inflammatory responses, such as induction, orchestration, elicitation, resolution and regulation. As an important example, T regulatory (Treg) Foxp3 + cells produce exosomes that suppress Th1 cell proliferation and cytokine production via gene silencing due to transferred Treg cell-derived miRNAs [58] . Furthermore, thymic epithelial cells produce exosomes carrying tissue-restricted Ag that guide the development of the Treg cells [59, 60] .
Signaling pathways can also be altered by either exosome-transferred miRNA influencing translation by mRNA inhibition in the targeted cell, the transfer of mRNA to alter the production of specific proteins in the targeted cells, or exosome transfer of the proteins themselves. For instance, the signaling molecule wnt can be gained [44, 45] or lost by cells via exosomes [42] . Further, this protein can be expressed on the exosome surface and, thus, may potentially be transferred between cells in such a form [43] . Importantly, inflammation and immunity can also be influenced by the transfer of exosome-containing cytokines [61] [62] [63] [64] , their receptors [65] , and signaling molecules [65] , by stimulation of cytokine production via exosome-derived TLR agonists [61] , or finally by cells activated by exosomes. This includes T cell vesicles activating mast cells [66, 67] as well as the exosome transfer of mRNA encoding mast cell cytokines [38] .
Furthermore, endogenously induced, natural exosomes, or those modified ex vivo, can carry and transfer immunoregulation via miRNAs that might be altered for application in the therapy of diverse allergic diseases and for better control of dysregulated immune responses, as well as for influencing hypersensitivity mechanisms that underlie clinical disease processes. With the growing prevalence of allergies, hypersensitivities and diseases with immune-mediated manifestations, this newly recognized function mediated by previously unknown exosome intercellular transfer of epigenetic regulation joins the currently unraveled genetic and molecular mechanisms underlying their complex pathogenesis. Many other aspects of these disorders remain to be clarified by further and deeper investigation and then translation into clinical understanding and new therapies. These also seem to depend on the exosome transfer of gene regulation and cell signaling. This current review particularly highlights the involvement of these processes in allergic and immunological diseases that have recently shown increasing prevalence and severity. A revealing example relevant to allergy concerns CD23 + (FcεR-2 + ) B cells that capture immune complexes consisting of IgE and allergen as Ag to then produce exosomes (B cell exosomes called 'bexosomes') carrying CD23, IgE and MHC class II, which are transferred to dendritic cells (DC) that in turn stimulate Ag-specific T cells [51] . This suggests that 'bexosomes' can provide the essential transfer mechanism for IgE-Ag complexes from B cells to DC for the subsequent activation of allergen-specific T cells. In this case, anti-IgE or rituximab (anti-CD20) therapy should block this process. The extracellular vesicles from donor cells are able to transfer miRNAs, other RNAs and proteins, etc., to other cells via the fluid between them to potentially alter the functions of the acceptor cells epigenetically. This diverse intercellular transfer of genetic information can be mediated by exosome-derived miRNAs and is potentially able to alter the development, maturation, activation and importantly function of other cells of various types. Some of these exosomes of the local cloud likely leave this tissue site to enter another cloud in the draining lymph to affect distant cells, such as those in the bone marrow or the cells of other organs like immune cells in the spleen or lymph nodes, via entering another cloud in the systemic circulation. Those in the blood are a mixture from all or most of the cells in the body to potentially serve as accessible clinical markers of disease. The circulating exosomes head for all possible sites, including those from elsewhere to the bronchial airway in asthma, shown in the figure to the right, along with exosomes from the endothelium (expanded in the lower right) to enter this site to join the local cloud to potentially exert effects on its constituent cells, thus in an endocrine manner. Note that the local cellular interactions not only involve the usual cross talk between lymphoid T and B cells and Ag-presenting DC (some in immunological synapse, mid central right of the figure) and macrophages, with other myeloid-derived cells like eosinophils and mast cells. Very importantly, these immune and myeloid cells interact via mutually released exosomes with other local cells of the microenvironment, like bronchial epithelium, smooth muscle cells, as well as fibroblasts and other cells of the stroma that lie between all of the above cells. Furthermore, note that constituent cells send out exosomes at baseline for physiological interactions and then other 'activated' exosomes when the cells are stimulated like the mast cells (to the left) responding to inhaled allergen (top right) or C5a, or cells responding to mEV from bacteria in the airways (top left). These newly recognized intercellular genetic interactions mediated by diverse exosomes in an intercellular cloud are present in addition to the already known exchanges based on conventional cytokines and their receptors, along with 'micromediators', like histamine, leukotrienes and C5a. Other examples of exosome-mediated intercellular influences in immunity, hypersensitivity and allergy, include: (1) helper T cell augmentation of B cell production of HLA + exosomes [11] , (2) T suppressor [2] and Treg [58] cell-derived exosome inhibition of effector Th1 cells, (3) thymic epithelial cell-derived Ag carrying exosomemediated maturation of Treg cells [59, 60] , (4) DC activation of other DC and also B cells [50] , (5) T cell activation of APC and DC [49] , and (6) the opposite, i.e. DC-derived exosomes stimulating CD4 + T cells [68] . Furthermore, DC can be guided by exosomes with MHC class II and costimulatory molecules present in human bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) [69] , and by mast cell-derived exosomes inducing phenotypic and functional maturation of DC to elicit specific immune responses in vivo [70] .
Exosome-mediated intercellular interactions involving mast cells are particularly relevant to allergy. These include: T cell exosome activation of mast cells [66, 67] , and mast cell activation of T and B cells [71, 72] , mast cell exosome-mediated phenotypic and functional maturation of DC [61, 62] and endothelial cells [73] , or other mast cells or progenitor stem cells [74] . These effects can be induced via exosome-transmitted cytokines [66, 75] or mast cell exosome transfer of mRNA encoding the cytokines [37] , and by affecting cytokine signaling [75] or triggering cytokine production by bronchial cells [76] or by airway smooth muscle cells [77] . Finally, mast cell exosomes induce phenotypic and functional maturation of DC enabling them to elicit specific immune responses in vivo [78] , they activate endothelial cells to secrete clotting factors [73] and can activate T and B cells [79, 80] .
Taken together, such intercellular exchanges via exosomes occur in established processes dominant in classical allergic mechanisms, for instance in the release of traditional mast cell mediators, like histamine, bioactive peptides, leukotrienes and even cytokines. These traditional proallergic mediators affect surrounding cells in classical type I immediate hypersensitivity. Additionally, target cells are likely modified by miRNAs and other elements transferred by the mast cell-derived exosomes to mediate epigenetic changes in these cells. Furthermore, the releasing mast cells themselves are now seen as being affected by exosomes from surrounding and even distant cells ( fig. 1) .
Of additional relevance to mechanisms of allergic asthma, these patients have increased numbers of airway exosomes expressing MHC and costimulatory molecules that may play a similar role as APC [69, 81] . Furthermore, among the increased numbers of exosomes in the airways of mice with a model of asthma, the bronchial epithelial cell-derived exosomes stimulated by IL-13 induce the activation of macrophages [77] , and exosomes play a role in the Th2 activation of local auxiliary cells [77, 78] , acting via specific cell surface cytokine receptors, such as IL-4 receptor. This seems to influence the triggering of established intracellular signaling pathways that regulate gene expression of Th2 responses. Eosinophil-derived exosomes are also suspected to play a role in asthma pathogenesis [78] . Thus, it now must be considered that established allergic mast cell activation for mediator release, as well as conventional intercellular cytokine-dominated pathways, are proceeding in parallel with, or more likely interact with the donation and receipt of a variety of intracellular communications arising locally or from distant cells via the blood. Simultaneously they are triggered by epigenetic effects of exosome-derived miRNAs and mRNAs, or proteins transferred between these cells ( fig. 1 ). These newly recognized exosome influences described as an intercellular cloud of diverse exosomes from immune, inflammatory and tissue cells result in modulation of the established mechanisms of allergic and hypersensitivity responses and, thus, likely play an important role in allergic and immunological diseases.
Mast Cell Exosomes Act in Allergen Ag Presentation
It was previously shown that classical APC, like macrophages and particularly DC, pulsed with whole native Ag release immunogenic exosomes that have surface complexes of the Ag-peptides in MHC molecules. These exosomes can act as 'mini-APC-like' substitutes, which can bind to T cell surface Ag-MHC-specific TCR receptors to induce T cell signaling for effector functions [79] [80] [81] , such as activation of CD4 + T cells [68] . As above, sensitization for allergic atopic type I responses involves allergen engulfment and then intracellular processing by APC, principally DC, but also macrophages. The subsequent cell surface Ag presentation of DC-digested Ag peptides derived from allergen proteins, to the effector Th2 lymphocytes stimulate their release of helper cytokines, like IL-4 and IL-13. These act on IgE-positive B cells that produce allergen-specific IgE Ab and on asthma-associated tissue cells, like goblet cells, to produce eosinophil-recruiting chemokines.
New findings pertinent to this review show that besides DC and macrophages, mast cells can function similarly as APC in Th2 responses, also by taking up allergens to possibly generate similar Ag-presenting exosomes.
However, it remains possible that these are taken up by DC or B cells [82] to then truly present Ag [83] . Such transfer of mini-APC may thus account for transferred functions at a mast cell and DC synapses [1, [84] [85] [86] . They are connected with the demonstrated ability of mast cell exosomes to induce the maturation of DC that allows for their conventional Ag presentation to T cells [70] . IgE antibodies (Ab) may also play a role in this mast cell exosome in Ag presentation. Thus, mast cell-released exosomes express FcεRI receptors that may be involved in the reuptake of IgE complexed with allergen, not only by mast cells but in humans also by conventional APC also expressing FcεRI. This in turn likely mediates allergen presentation [87] .
At such newly described mast cell synapses formed with other cells, like that recently shown at the central immunological synapse of T cells and APC or B cells [1] , there is intercellular passage of RNAs and proteins from the released mast cell exosomes. Thus, during the effector phase of allergic responses, apart from classical allergenspecific IgE-mediated degranulation of mast cells to release diverse proallergy and inflammatory mediators. However, there also is an additional layer of molecular mediator release due to exocytosis of MVB-derived exosomes that may transfer regulatory RNAs and proteins to neighboring cells [70, 71] . Note that the first description of exosome-mediated intercellular exchange of functional RNA was shown in mast cell lines. Here, the appearance of donor cell proteins in the acceptor cells due to the transferred mRNA, and interestingly some of the mRNAs were hardly expressed in the donor cells [38] .
The release of Ag/MHC-coated exosomes by traditional APC and mast cells represents an entirely new aspect of Ag presentation. Not only does the process proceed at the immunological synapses between APC and effector T cells [1] , but likely also during the interaction of APC exosomes with T cells, which can be envisioned as a cloud of 'miniAg-presenting' exosomes around T cells ( fig. 1 ). This would greatly change the stoichiometry of the APC phenomenon, since the existence of such an Ag-presenting exosome cloud would greatly enlarge this essential and central immune cell interaction. This therefore will not merely depend on the membrane to membrane colocalization of the T cell and APC for the formation of the conventional synapse between the surfaces of rare DC acting as APC, with passing rare Ag-specific T cells. In an analogous fashion, it seems that there is also a potential cloud of effector T cell-derived exosomes expressing membrane TCR and CD3 that are capable of binding with Ag/MHC complexes on the cell membranes of neighboring Ag-presenting B cells to trigger their function [1] . Also, and conversely, a mini αβTCR/CD3 T cell exosome cloud backstimulating the B cell or DC. Thus, a molecular exosome RNA-mediated epigenetic effect of the T cells on the APC [36, 37] or similarly on B cells [1] , and, conversely, of the APC on the T cells [60] , and even stimulated DC activating other DC, are newly recognized aspects of central immunological processes. This opens possible new levels for understanding and treating allergic and hypersensitivity diseases. Therefore, this novel exosomal Ag presentation process can be exploited for new modes of allergen desensitization, which could perhaps be reduced from the use of native allergens to just treating patients with APC-derived exosomes, as is currently done for vaccination against infectious agents [88, 89] and cancer [90] [91] [92] .
Exosome Involvement in Allergic Rhinitis and Possibly in Nonallergic Rhinitis
Intriguingly, there is a relevant study that extends the concepts described above about APC exosome allergen presentation. Cultured B cells from patients allergic to birch pollen, including those with allergic rhinitis, who have B cells expressing surface Ig receptors (BCR) of the same allergen specificity as their produced Ab, released Ag-specific exosomes with BCR on their surface. After in vitro loading with a birch pollen-derived allergenic peptide Bet v 1, these anti-birch pollen-specific B cell exosomes were used as mini-APC to stimulate patient T cells. This new exosome mediated B and T cell collaboration caused in vitro T cell proliferation and secretion of the Th2-dependent cytokines IL-5 and IL-13, which likely could participate in the allergic rhinitis and asthma [93] .
It was shown recently that there is great diversity of miRNA expression in tissues of nasal mucosal biopsies from patients with persistent and also nonpersistent asthma in comparison to healthy volunteers [94] . In another relevant study, analysis of the miRNA profile in extracellular vesicles obtained from the nasal mucus of patients with allergic rhinitis revealed differences when compared to healthy individuals. This implies that nanovesicletransmitted RNAs may likely also be involved in the pathogenesis of this most common type I allergic disease [95] . Also, there is an association of mRNA levels in nasal polyps with the release of eosinophil mediators, like RAN-TES and eotaxin [96] . This raises the possibility of treating nasal polyps with intranasally administered exosomes containing RNA antagonist of the reverse sequence to the polyp-associated mRNAs or miRNAs. Finally, the isola- tion of nasal mucosal and epithelial samples from patients with chronic obstruction due to atypical allergic rhinitis for their further examination using immune gold electron microscopy showed that the resulting exosomes carried relevant nasal allergens, like staphylococcal enterotoxin B and house dust mite-derived Der p 1 Ag. These exosome mini-allergen-APC were claimed to induce naive CD3 + T cells to differentiate into CD8 + T cells. Furthermore, on exposure to specific Ag, the CD8 + T cells released granzyme B and perforin, and more than 30% of the Ag-specific CD8 + T cells proliferated [97] . An interpretation of these data suggests that this could be an example of functioning in vivo allergen-positive APC-derived exosomes that are able to stimulate T cells in the pathogenesis of chronic atypical rhinitis. Exosomes collected from human nasal lavage fluid were shown to induce the migration of innate immune cells that may play an important role in the defense against pathogens and allergens. On the other hand, the decreased expression of antimicrobial proteins in nasal exosomes from patients with airway diseases likely contributes to an increased susceptibility to infections and to disease progression [98] .
Thus, it could be postulated that similar clinical syndromes seeming to be independent of IgE Ab might be caused by pathogenic exosomes from local and/or distant cells that perhaps act in an Ag-specific manner. Alternatively, the mechanism underlying these clinical symptoms could be due to a combined action of such mini-APC exosomes and very low levels of IgE Ag-specific Ab that do not cause the elicitation of macroscopically positive skin tests or other in vitro tests. This recalls our demonstration in mice that very low amounts of IgE (1 ng per mouse equal to 2 pg per person) failed to elicit macroscopic immediate skin responses to allergen challenge. However, they still mediated microscopic type I vasoactive responses that in fact can allow for the local recruitment of hypersensitivity effector T cells into the tissues [99] .
Another hypothesis involves cross-kingdom considerations pertinent to exosomes, such as the action of foodderived miRNAs carried from the intestine by host exosomes to influence a human patient with allergy [100] . In this regard, it is postulated that extracellular vesicle-delivered enzymes or RNAs produced by the allergy-inducing plants, or even released from their pollens [101] , or in allergy to house mites, since insects are known to release exosomes from their MVB [44, 45] , may play a role in some of these atypical clinical conditions [102] . Accordingly, exosomes derived from DC of patients exposed to cats, carrying the major peptide determinant of cat allergen (Fel d 1), were recently shown to potently stimulate cytokine production by Th2 lymphocytes in cat allergen sensitive individuals [103] . On the contrary, particular miRNAs from exosomes of nasal epithelial cells from this atypical allergic rhinitis microenvironment stimulate IL-10 production by monocytes to inhibit nasal allergy [104] . Thus, this sort of allergen-induced exosome mediated intercellular communication might be responsible for the seemingly anomalous finding that, although cat dander is very sensitizing and produces strong symptoms in many atopic individuals, exposure to multiple cats curtails this powerful allergic sensitivity. This could be due to participation of exosomes in a 'modified Th2 response'. This is characterized by an emerging role of Ag-specific Treg cells and associated IgG4 Ab responses that prevent the specific allergic reaction in allergic individuals, and of clinical practice interest may constitute the results of clinical desensitization with high doses of cat allergen [105] , as is true of desensitization with stinging insects [106] , and also experimental high antigen dose tolerance due to suppressor T cell eosomes [2, 7] .
Additionally, tissue iNKT cells may be involved in such exosome communications, since exosomes express not only MHC but can also express the minor histocompatibility CD1d molecules known to bind glycolipid Ag, like alpha-galactosylceramide (α-gal-cer) the canonical glycolipid Ag activating semi-invariant αβTCR on iNKT cells [107] . Such mini-APC exosomes with surface CD1d may stimulate tissue iNKT cells to release allergy-promoting Th2 cytokines, like IL-4 and IL-13, after interaction with host, plant or mite glycolipids. As a result, these CD1d-dependent iNKT cells may induce allergic responses against glycolipid Ag with the release of IL-4, as we showed previously in contact hypersensitivity [108] , or IL-13 reacting against polysaccharides from bacteria, as we showed in a murine model of pneumococcal pneumonia [109] , or the plant pollens [101] , as a requirement for eventual effector Th1 cell participation.
Very interestingly, plant allergens that play a major role in atopic allergic rhinitis and asthma have been known for a long time to be associated with their pollens, and recently were shown to be released from pollens in exosome-like vesicles called 'pollensomes' [110] . Regarding such interactions in food allergy, extracellular MHC class II-positive exosomes released by epithelial cells of the GI tract, which have mini-APC abilities, may play an important role in the transmission of sensitizing food allergens from the intestinal lumen to the local lymphatic system [111] . This intercellular exosome communication may thus allow for Ag-presentation by DC to specific T cells. Such a T cell response to the dietary Ag of these mini-APC exosomes may initiate and then aggravate the responses to food allergens. Distinctly, these conditions may be represented by patients with food allergy induced by iNKT cells reacting to the APC-derived exosomes pulsed with the plant Ag, and, therefore, producing clinically significant symptoms, but lacking the IgE mediated positive result of immediate skin tests to the food allergens, a frequent finding. Moreover, exosomes were recently shown to transfer haptenated proteins to possibly activate allergy to β-lactams in a model of clinical allergy to amoxicillin [112] . Host cell-derived exosomes and cross-kingdom allergens presented on mini-APC exosomes should now be considered to possibly be involved in several other atopic disease imitators that apparently are not due to classical IgE/mast cell mechanisms.
Bacterial Microbial Extracellular Vesicles (mEV) Promote Atopic Dermatitis
Remarkably, allergens can also be transmitted by extracellular vesicles originating from microbiome that can significantly drive clinical allergic diseases. As an example, Staphylococcus aureus is known to be strongly associated with the pathogenesis and progression of atopic dermatitis. Accordingly, antistaphylococcal antibiotic therapy and/or daily immersion in Clorox mixed in a bath are routinely prescribed for patients with this disease. It has been known for a number of years that bacteria secrete mEV, which now are seen as related to exosomes. mEV are formed at the cell surface from budding off of a very thin tissue cell layer over the tough peptidoglycan outer calix that surrounds the bacterial cell membrane for maintaining shape and protecting against challenging environments and enemies.
The mEV are subsequently extruded as vesicles containing signaling molecules for quorum sensing by other bacteria, leading to promotion of microbial growth and spreading. They also contain enzymes and toxins for fighting enemies, and importantly RNAs, as recently demonstrated [15, 16] . These extracellular vesicles enable the bacteria to mediate long-distance delivery of toxic cargo with minimized dilution or degradation in transit to then optimally affect other organisms. Of clinical interest, these properties allow for the transmission of bacterial factors mediating invasion and virulence to act at the host-pathogen interface, and to participate in some allergic diseases, like atopic dermatitis [17, 18] . Accordingly, application of mEV from S. aureus to mouse skin, previously stimulated by local tape stripping and then Ag application to express a murine model of atopic dermatitis, results in the augmented development of the characteristic eosinophil-rich inflamed lesions along with the increased local levels of Th2 cytokines [17] . Furthermore, these staphylococcal mEV are able to stimulate dermal fibroblasts to release stromal-derived proallergic inflammatory mediators, like TSLP, IL-6, MIP-1a and eotaxin to possibly initiate or aid progression of atopic dermatitis, and also to induce IgE responses to microbial Ag, particularly found in the mEV, compared to the whole staphylococci [17] .
In a related study, a large group of patients with atopic dermatitis was found to be reactive to Malassezia sympodialis fungal allergens that were shown to be carried by mEV released by this yeast [18] . Like staphylococci, this yeast is considered a part of the physiological cutaneous flora. These allergen-bearing fungal exosome-like mEV isolated from the supernatant of the coculture of M. sympodialis and monocyte-derived DC collected from patients with atopic dermatitis are able to stimulate the in vitro production of IL-4 by cultured peripheral blood mononuclear cells from these patients [18] . In an analogous manner, the mEV of the nasal microbiome may participate in allergic rhinitis to promote this most common type I allergic disease. Accordingly, molecular evidence based on bacterial 16s-ribosomal sequencing shows a possible relationship between the bacterial type and clinical outcome, and the dominance of S. aureus is being associated with the development of chronic rhinosinusitis [113] . Taken together, these data suggest that infectious agent-derived mEV transport microbial allergens and likely deliver functional RNA and proteins that are involved in the pathogenesis of atopic allergic diseases.
Helminthic Worm Exosome miRNAs Inhibit Host Th2 Immunity to Mediate Molecular Parasitism
Related to the role of exosomes in allergy is recent work showing that the mucus oily surface secretion of an intestinal helminth, called 'worm spit', known to be associated with its pathogenicity, contains exosomes with proparasitic and antiallergic miRNAs [114] [115] [116] . It is known that such worm-derived exosomes are taken up and internalized by cells of the parasitized host [115] . The recently uncovered mechanism of the molecular pathogenic role of these Darwinian evolved and naturally selected parasite miRNAs is to specifically bind to the 3 ′ untranslated region of targeted specific mRNAs in the host, to antagonize them or cause their degradation. They thereby alter gene translation epigenetically to then affect host immune cell function by decreasing the production of the targeted gene-encoded proteins [114] . This provides a newly recognized exosome-mediated molecular mechanism of parasitism; acting in this case by inhibiting translation of Th2-associated genes, like those encoding IL-33, which is an IL-1-related cytokine that normally enhances Th2 immune responses. This contributes to the downregulation of innate type II immune responses that are known to be associated with repelling worm infestation, and simultaneously promoting anti-worm Th2 responses [114] . Therefore, it has been proposed that extracellular vesicles of helminth origin, which are in ternalized by host immune cells, transfer inhibitory miRNAs for genetic downregulation of Th2-associated host-protective proteins. Clinically, the possible eventual use of these particular miRNAs, perhaps delivered in therapeutic exosomes, could be applied to treat type I allergies in patients, employing natural and physiological mechanisms.
Other related work also demonstrates the role of exosomes in the evolution of parasitism. It was shown that Leishmania constitutively secrete exosomes in the gut of the sand fly vector to become a part of the parasite inoculum transferred by the fly into the host during the insect's bite [117] . The cotransferred exosomes influence the infectious process by inducing host inflammation, particularly via IL-17a. The Leishmania -derived host exosomes are an integral part of the parasite's infectious life cycle, acting as newly recognized virulence factor vesicles that are associated with this vector-transmitted infection [118] . Prior work has demonstrated that Leishmania parasitism is augmented by the production of exosomes modulating host innate and adaptive immune responses through their effects on monocytes and DC [118] . Conversely to helminth exosomes that block host Th2 responses, vesicles shed by Trypanosoma cruzi parasites increase parasitism in the heart and generate an intense inflammatory response due to their induction of Th2 cell production of IL-4 and IL-10 [119] . Finally, it was shown that Trichomonas vaginalis-derived exosomes also deliver factors to the host that favor their infectivity [120] .
Role of Exosomes and Contained miRNAs in Interactions between Airway Tissue Cells and Infiltrating Asthma Pathogenic Immune and Inflammatory Cells
As noted above, asthma can be augmented due to allergen-presenting exosomes. The disease can progress in sensitized individuals due to chronic airway exposure to inhaled aerosol allergens. This consists of either limited seasonal contact with allergens of outdoor plants or yearround contact with indoor allergens from house dust mites and the dander of mice and pets. Beyond the acute clinical bronchospastic phase, asthma is associated with 'late-phase', eosinophil-rich airway inflammation. These chronic manifestations can lead to airway tissue remodeling with fibrosis and airway muscle sensitization that induces easily provoked bronchoconstriction, with all significantly impairing the life and comfort of patients.
These phases of asthma are classically noted to be mediated by IgE-dependent, early immediate hypereactivity, and subsequent late-phase inflammation resulting from IgE and Th2 cell-dependent mechanisms. This latter process, which is critical to the generation of chronic asthma, includes crucial interactions between local tissue cells of the airway microenvironment and the infiltrating immune inflammatory constituents. These interactions are now recognized to be mediated, at least in part, by released extracellular vesicles that transfer their miRNA and protein content between the involved cells ( fig. 1 ). This likely includes exosomes exchanging information between the intrinsic lung tissue cells of the local airway microenvironment, and extracellular vesicles derived from infiltrating immune and inflammatory cells emigrating to the lungs from the bone marrow and lymphoid tissues. The local microenvironmental exosome sources include cells of airway smooth muscles, vasculature, and epithelium, as well as mast cells, goblet cells, DC, and alveolar macrophages.
We postulate that these wider than previously anticipated interactions produced by exosome-mediated intercellular exchanges between cells of the tissue microenvironment and the infiltrating immune and inflammatory cells are important in the development of chronic airway remodeling. This is analogous to the newly expanded ideas of tissue stromal cell responses to cancer cells spreading metastasis [121, 122] . Interestingly, this can depend on chronic exposure to tumor cell-derived exosomes delivering proteins or RNAs that act on the tissue cells. It was demonstrated that exosomes from particular cancers act at a distance to fuse specifically with resident cells of the preferred organ to generate a premetastatic niche. This appears to be due to specific, Darwinian selected exosome surface integrins. These could be considered as analogous to bar codes for specific recognition affinity of other particular cells [123] . By analogy, cells within an allergic tissue, such as in the late or especially remodeling phase of asthmatic airway inflammation, could generate a bronchial microenvironmental multi-10 cellular-derived cloud of exosomes with specific affinities for various local, or distant, targets driving the allergic tissue response ( fig. 1 ) . Thus, the local airway tissue cells are often the targets of immune and inflammatory cellderived cytokines inducing the production of chemokines and enzymes, like in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [124] , and, furthermore, can often be the targets of exosomes [81, 125, 126] .
BALF Analysis Suggests the Participation of Exosome Intercellular Exchanges in the Pathogenesis of Allergic Asthma
Exosomes derived from the BALF of healthy individuals differed from those of patients with even mild asthma that expressed higher levels of exosome-associated markers, such as the tetraspanins CD63 and CD81, and the scavenger receptor CD36 [127] . Although there were no major differences between BALF exosomes from asthmatics before and after birch pollen allergen provocation, they contained enzymes for leukotriene biosynthesis that were able to promote LTC 4 release, as well as the synthesis and release of the neutrophil-recruiting IL-8. Importantly, a leukotriene receptor antagonist (montelukast) reduced exosome-induced secretion of this proinflammatory cytokine that behaves like a neutrophil chemokine [127] .
Furthermore, in a mouse model of asthma, exosomes isolated from the BALF of asthmatic versus control mice had increased levels of exosome-associated proteins. The asthma featured enhanced secretion of exosomes by bronchial epithelial cells, but not macrophages. Stimulation of the epithelial cells with IL-13 to imitate the function of specific allergen-pulsed Th2 cells, which is common in asthma, enhanced asthma severity [76] . This resulted in the release of exosomes from the bronchial epithelial cells that induced the proliferation and chemotaxis of macrophages. These effects were suppressed by treatment with the ceramide blocker GW4869 [76] , an inhibitor of neutral sphingomyelinase-2 that is essential for exosome formation. Thus, it is known to inhibit exosome transfer [128] [129] [130] and, indeed, it alleviated allergic airway inflammation in these asthmatic mice [76] . Interestingly, isolated wild-type mast cells stimulated with Ag for typical mediator release were strongly inhibited in sphingomyelinase-deficient mice [131] . However, a possible role of an activating exosome exchange between mast cell subtypes for mediator release has not been investigated yet.
Pertinent to possible exosome-derived miRNA regulation of asthma are experiments showing that allergic disease resulting from in vivo activation of TLR4 by house dust mite Ag leads to expression of a unique subset of miRNAs. Remarkably, selective blockade of miRNA-126 alone with specific antagonists inhibited the asthmatic phenotype. This resulted in diminished Th2 inflammation, airway hyperresponsiveness, eosinophil recruitment, and mucus hypersecretion [132] . The data suggest that targeting miRNA in the airways, possibly in exosomes, may lead to anti-inflammatory treatments for allergic asthma. In a follow-up study using the ovalbumin (OVA)-induced asthma model, specific inhibition of prominently involved miRNA-155 with antagomir treatment failed to alter the disease phenotype, leading to the conclusion that the level of a particular miRNA may not indicate its importance and that blocking is needed to ascertain the functional significance of a particular miRNA from exosomes [133] . Interestingly, there was the variable efficacy of the anti-miRNA treatment across different immune cell types. Thus, effective targeting of myeloid cells but not lymphocytes indicated the possible need for cell type-specific targeting of such therapy. Taken together, these data show that exosomes produced by various cells in the airways have an important and previously unrecognized role in the pathogenesis of the acute early phase of atopic allergic asthma. Since exosome effects are often mediated by the intercellular transfer of miRNAs, these findings raise the possibility of new therapies at an entirely new level; namely blocking the epigenetic effects of miRNAs with appropriate polynucleotide antagonists, as we demonstrated in the inhibition of effector T cell mediated cutaneous contact hypersensitivity (CHS) mediated by delivery of miRNA-150 in suppressive exosomes [2, 7] .
Potential Role of Exosomes in Airway Remodeling during the Late Phase of Asthma Inflammation
Exosomes produced by eosinophils may possibly contribute to tissue remodeling during the late phase of asthma [78, 96, [134] [135] [136] . Eosinophils collected from the blood of asthmatic patients that were stimulated in vitro with cytokines had increased release of tetraspanin CD63 + exosomes [136] . Potential augmenting of the number of eosinophil-derived exosomes can alter and even cause rapid necrosis of structural lung cells that can not only exacerbate allergic asthma, but can especially lead to airway remodeling [133] . These effects may be greater than expected, since it is possible that some of the granules thought to be produced by eosinophils may in fact be exosomes.
In an analogous manner bronchial epithelial cells seem to produce proinflammatory exosomes that activate macrophages in the inflammatory phase via the transfer of miRNA. Th2 cell-derived IL-13 stimulates airway epithelial cells to release exosomes that transfer Let-7 miRNA to activate macrophages in the lungs during asthmatic inflammation [137] . During the inflammation neutrophils may also contribute to subsequent remodeling. Here, the LTB 4 induces neutrophil chemotaxis; their released exosomes contain LTB 4 and its synthesizing enzymes [138] , and can activate neighboring resting neutrophils in an LTB 4 receptor-dependent manner [139] . Thus, the exosomal pool of LTB 4 acts in an autocrine fashion to sensitize neutrophils towards a primary chemoattractant, and then in a paracrine fashion to mediate the recruitment of neighboring neutrophils to augment inflammation. Therefore, this forms an exosome intercellular mediator cascade effect, augmenting inflammation pertinent to the late phase of asthma and perhaps contributing to the progress of remodeling [140] . Accordingly, the use of drugs to inhibit exosome production might interfere with this deleterious augmenting cascade. Furthermore, airway administration of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) causes acute injury with the recruitment of neutrophils into the lungs and BALF [141] . Finally, neutrophils stimulated with LPS produce exosomes that alter the proliferative properties of airway smooth muscle cells [126] . In an analogous manner, LPS activates the bronchial epithelial cells of asthmatic patients to release exosomes that contain overexpressed proangiogenic tissue factor stimulated by compressive stress, which possibly also contributes to airway remodeling during chronic asthma [125] .
Role of Bacterial mEV of Dust in Airway Remodeling during Atopic Allergic Asthma
The inhalation of allergens and other entities in dust is a common exposure contributing to the pathogenesis of asthma in allergic individuals. Indoor dust contains not only house dust mite Ag as the dominant allergens, but also mEV components from Gram-negative bacteria derived from the GI tract of humans and pets. Such an occurrence contributes to an expansion of the hygiene hypothesis. This proposes that our changed relationships with infectious agents are a part of Darwinian evolutionary processes that have led to a great increase in some diseases of Western civilization, like allergies and particularly asthma.
In homes that are a part of dairy farms, the dust contains mEV LPS from Gram-negative bacteria of the cattle. The LPS-containing mEV are likely involved in an asthma-protective effect of chronic low-dose exposure to the farm dust. This can happen in children growing up on a dairy farm near the animals, which protects them from allergic rhinitis and asthma [142] . The protective effect depends on mEV LPS induction of the ubiquitin-modifying enzyme A20 in lung epithelium [143] . Thus, the farming environment protects from allergy by modifying nanovesicle intercellular communication between barrier lung epithelial cells and then DC through the induction of A20 by LPS in mEV. Such a chronic exposure to a very low dose of mEV LPS in farm dust protected experimental mice from developing asthma in a model induced by house dust mite Ag. The mEV-protected mouse airway epithelial cells produced less cytokines to activate DC, thus suppressing Th2 reactivity to house dust mites.
In contrast, repeated airway administration of LPS mEV isolated from indoor house dust to mice led to neutrophilic pulmonary inflammation with infiltration of Th1 and Th17 cells [144] . The vesicles were internalized by airway epithelial cells and alveolar macrophages. This process was blocked by treatment with the polymyxin-B antagonist of LPS in the mEV of Gram-negative bacteria [144] . In this study, serum levels of IgG1 Ab reactive with the dust vesicles were significantly higher in atopic children with asthma than in healthy children and those with rhinitis or dermatitis [144] . Thus, nanovesicle intercellular communication, like that mediated by mEV LPS in environmental dust, can be crucial in tipping the balance between the development of Th2 versus Th17-dominated asthma [145] . Importantly, IL-17 is known to recruit and activate neutrophils and thus is an important mediator of chronic inflammation, so in the present context it is another contributor to potential asthmatic airway remodeling.
Interestingly, sphingosine-1-phosphate inhibits murine endotoxin-induced inflammatory lung injury. This is likely due to the formation of exosomes and involves inhibitory G protein-coupled sphingosine-1-phosphate receptors [146] that regulate exosomal maturation in MVB [147] . As mentioned above, the release of exosomes depends on ceramide biosynthesis regulated by neutral sphingomyelinase-2 and thus can be suppressed by its inhibitor GW4869, both in vitro and in vivo [76, 148] , as has already been employed in a study on the role of exosomes in allergic airway inflammation in a murine model [76] . 12 Yet another possibility was highlighted by the recent demonstration that mEV contain RNA [14, 15] , and can release this RNA [16] to possibly function or trigger TLR4 stimulation in mEV-induced airway remodeling in asthma. Accordingly, we predict that bacteria-derived mEV containing LPS and epigenetic effects of their delivered RNAs will be found to be an important causative agent for asthma remodeling. Of related interest, S. aureus -derived mEV, which play a significant role in the pathogenesis of atopic dermatitis [17] , have also been shown to induce neutrophilic pulmonary inflammation via both the Th1 and Th17 cell-dependent pathways [149, 150] . This could be important in chronic phases of allergic asthma and in some forms of nonatopic asthma, with subsequent remodeling.
Taken together, these findings suggest that exosomes derived from endogenous airway stromal cells and infiltrating inflammatory cells of late-phase asthmatic inflammation, and or together with mEV, and possibly bacteria toxins, stimulating the release of lung tissue-derived exosomes, can participate in the sensitization for airway hyperresponsiveness and tissue remodeling changes in allergen-driven chronic asthma. Such a remodeling is particularly difficult to treat clinically, especially using inappropriate antimediator and anti-inflammatory agents aimed at earlier phases. Thus, the new realization of a potential role for exosome delivery of miRNAs in remodeling opens a new pathway that might possibly lead to entirely new and likely more effective therapies aimed at impairing the consequent epigenetic mechanisms of exosome-transferred miRNAs. Also, documentation of the participation of mEV, and possibly TLR agonists, in the evolution of remodeling in allergic asthma might lead to the more vigorous use of antibiotics, perhaps administered to the lung topically in an aerosol, or specific bacterial vaccination, perhaps with mEV, to possibly impede this process, again by analogy with atopic dermatitis.
Exosome RNA Biomarkers for Predicting and Following Allergic Asthma
The use of miRNAs as biomarkers that are carried in extracellular vesicles from the blood [150] , BALF [151] and airway epithelium [152] of asthmatic patients were recently described, and similarly in serum-derived exosomes from mice with asthmatic airway inflammation [153] . In addition, this biomarker information of respiratory tract conditions was collected noninvasively, and very innovatively, by assaying the miRNAs of the exosomes from exhaled breath condensate from the patients. Samples were compared from patients with type I allergic asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, pulmonary tuberculosis, and from normal individuals [154, 155] . The data showed potential distinctive alterations of miRNA profiles in exhaled exosomes from asthma patients and, very importantly, even those with mild or early disease. Thus, miRNA profiles of exosomes from BALF, airway exhalate and blood might serve as excellent asthma biomarkers, which could be especially useful in the possible early detection of components determined to be predictors of remodeling. If particular exosome miRNAs were known to be such predictors, then perhaps airway aerosol treatments with hybridizing polynucleotide antagonists such as a particular specific anti-miRNA sequence might prevent the process.
It is established that extracellular miRNAs in the blood are carried in exosomes. However, some of the blood miRNAs are transported not by exosomes, but by chaperone hydrophobic proteins, like argonautes and lipoproteins, for similar protection from RNases [156] [157] [158] [159] . We found that these nonexosomal miRNAs act to suppress in vivo immune inflammatory responses by associating with exosomes produced by neighboring cells to the target effector cells, and, like those in exosomes [2] , were susceptible to anti-miR treatment [7] .
In summary, the use of exosomes for the development of useful clinical biomarkers that would aid the early detection of susceptible individuals prone to developing more significant asthma and late tissue remodeling, and the use of entirely new modes of specific therapy based on the inhibition of particular miRNAs with specific antagonists, would be revolutionary. Such new procedures may prevent the progression of airway remodeling from its current nonreversible state and possibly reduce the need for extensive chronic treatment with anti-inflammatory steroids and bronchodilators.
Exosomes in Immune Tolerance and the Suppression of Asthma
Since miRNAs usually downregulate mRNA translation they often mediate the suppression of immune responses. Therefore, exosomes delivering miRNAs play a particularly prominent role in immunoregulation, mostly in tolerance and suppression. As an example, BALF exosomes (called 'tolerosomes') obtained from donor mice tolerized to olive pollen peptide by the repeated in- 13 tranasal administration of a high dose of Ag, significantly suppressed allergic airway reactions when administered to mouse recipients with a model of asthma [160] . The tolerogenic exosomes decreased allergic eosinophil-rich bronchial tissue inflammation and reduced the production of IgE Ab and Th2 cytokines. The observed suppression was most likely Ag nonspecific, since mice pretreated by intranasal administration of BALF-derived exosomes from donors tolerized to the allergen-derived olive pollen peptide were protected from the development of airway allergic inflammation after subsequent sensitization with another allergen, i.e. birch pollen peptide. However, the Ag cross-reactivity between both of the pollen Ag could possibly occur. In the analogous system of Ag high-dose tolerance in the Th2-type response described above, the treatment of recipient mice before sensitization with intestinal epithelial cell-derived tolerosomes found in the serum of mice orally tolerized to OVA [161] induced oral tolerance. Furthermore, as a possible example of a relationship between bacterial mEV and asthma tolerance, neonatal exposure to the enterotoxin superantigen of S. aureus augmented the subsequent induction of oral tolerance to OVA in a mouse model of asthma [162] . In contrast, exosomes from an epithelial cell line cultured in the presence of an OVA hydrolysate of peptides with IFNγ were not tolerogenic, but instead activated the humoral Ab immune response to OVA [163] . This suggested that such exosomes can tilt a tolerogenic versus immunogenic response by the preincubation of donor cells with specific cytokines. Additionally, cytokines can be transported between cells by nanovesicles. In a neurological system, extracellular vesicles from neural stem cells were shown to be able to transfer IFNγ bound to its receptor, in order to activate Stat1 signaling in the targeted cells [65] .
Exosomes of Breast Milk in Allergy and Immunity
Breast milk contains a rich pool of exosomes carrying numerous immune-related miRNAs that are considered to be involved in the development of immunity and allergic disease responses [164, 165] . Since miRNAs mediate the inhibition of mRNA translation, they are often involved in immunosuppression, as is thought to be true for those present in the exosomes of breast milk. By definition the miRNAs in these exosomes are protected from the GI tract RNases and other degradative conditions [166] . As mentioned, exosomes, as ancient particles of life, resist many harsh conditions that cells do not survive in, such as the acidic pH of the stomach [28, 29] , even down to a pH of 1 [30] . Thus, the miRNAs in breast milk exosomes can survive normal neonatal ingestion to then mediate immunoregulation in the neonate that is related to the microbiome being acquired and the possible development of allergies. It is established that colostrum delivered from the mother to neonate just after birth is rich in IgA Ab protective against GI tract and skin infectious agents. This provides the infant with the mother's prior humoral Ab experience. Colostrum is also known to contain exosomes [167, 168] that can transfer different immune information, likely regarding cellular immunity that is delivered to the neonate during breast feeding. This is postulated to be related to cell-mediated responses aiding neonatal regulation of the microbiome that the child is acquiring and sharing with the mother. Accordingly, the mother's milk transfers various factors of immunosuppressive functions that likely protect the neonate from overreactivity to the great load of highly stimulatory foreign Ag of the microbiome they are acquiring. Furthermore, breast milk exosomes also seem to provide protection that is needed for the control of unnecessary and deleterious allergic responses to foreign Ag. This likely pertains particularly to food Ag that are also being encountered for the first time. If not controlled, responses to new microbial Ag and food allergen exposures might lead to clinical hypersensitivity or allergy later in life.
Functional analysis has revealed that the mother's milk exosomes can inhibit T cell production of IL-2 and IFNγ following MHC stimulation [169] . In addition, incubation of the milk vesicle preparations with peripheral blood mononuclear cells increased the number of suppressive Foxp3 + Treg cells. In studies extending these findings, breast milk exosomes were shown to contain functional inhibitory TGF-β [170] , along with miRNA that can promote thymic Treg cell maturation [171] , and that their immunosuppressive action likely inhibits the innate immune functions of macrophages that may be acting as APC [172] . Furthermore, mother's milk exosomes contain miRNA-17, part of the miRNA-17-19 cluster, which is important for the activity of myeloid suppressor cells, as well as miRNA-181a, a modulator of TCR sensitivity to Ag. This acts partly through downregulation of phosphatases, which leads to elevated phosphorylation of intermediate signaling proteins and a consequent reduction of the TCR signaling threshold [173] .
In addition, the miRNAs transferred by milk exosomes include miRNA-155 that is a distinctive regulator of T and B cell maturation and of the innate immune response [174] . miRNA-155 mediates inhibitory function in several other aspects of immune responses, including allergies. Such inhibition is in part due to the miRNA-155 control of the expression of the specific Treg transcription factor Foxp3, and consequent IL-4 signaling, together with Ig class switching to IgE and FcγRI expression [171] . These findings confirm that a dominant function of breast milk exosomes is to genetically control neonatal immune reactivity, inflammation and likely allergy via the intercellular transfer of miRNAs focused on the epigenetic modulation of cellular immunity relevant to the newly colonizing microbiota of the GI tract and exposure to food allergens. Therefore, isolation and characterization of inhibitory mother's milk-derived exosome-derived miRNAs could then be developed into natural clinical candidate agents mediating completely new therapies for the downregulation of atopic sensitization and Th2 effector immune responses associated with the production of IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13.
Accordingly, natural mother's milk miRNAs may induce pivotal immunoregulatory and epigenetic modifications required for long-term central thymic Treg cell lineage commitment explaining the atopy-protective effect of mother's milk. Since exosomes are poorly immunogenic and miRNAs are universal, this applies to raw allogeneic cow's milk consumption as well [175] . Furthermore, bovine milk components may also target APC in the neonate, since its exosomes have been shown to influence macrophages [172] , and this might affect food allergy to milk too. These ideas offer a new option for the prevention of atopic diseases, for example by the addition of physiological amounts of miRNA-155-enriched exosomes into infant formula for mothers that are incapable of breastfeeding. In addition, bovine milk extracellular vesicles may show therapeutic effects since they were found to affect the course of mouse arthritis [176] .
However, some studies with breast milk have pointed out that exosomes carrying allergen can in some circumstances augment rather than suppress immune responses, and thus may contribute to the development of allergy in infants. This may explain the higher incidence of neonatal allergy transmission from the mother than the father. Notably, the composition of exosomes in human breast milk differs greatly according to the mother's sensitization status and lifestyle, which can influence the risk of allergy development in breast milk-nourished children [175] .
The recent rise in allergic diseases in infants of developed countries may in part be due to the reduced or different microbial exposure during early life and consequent alteration of gut microbiota-derived mEV [14] , which is relevant to the 'hygiene hypothesis'. Since the microbiota content of the infant's GI tract likely plays a critical role in the maturation and development of the immune system, mEV from these 'self microorganisms' may possibly contribute to the risk of allergic and immune diseases. Therefore, breast milk feeding may provide important exosomes that can either directly modify the immune response to and composition of the intestinal microflora or influence the host to reduce the development of allergic diseases. Furthermore, mEV of the microbiome may be involved in its important role in the development of the neonatal immune system as well as aspects of the endocrine and nervous systems. Indeed, it was recently demonstrated that exosomes delivered in breast milk can promote the colonization of the newborn intestine with physiological microbial flora, which in turn seems to reduce the risk of allergy development and, thus, is crucially involved in the effects of the microbiome by the release of mEV or affection of intestinal production of host exosomes that transmit protective miRNAs [177] . Of further interest, it was recently proposed that polymorphisms in susceptibility genes in humans promote inflammatory bowel disease development, causing impaired sensing of protective signals derived by the mEV, which confirms the significant role of microbiome-derived vesicles in the maintenance of immune homeostasis in the digestive system [178] .
The Role of Exosomes in Delayed-Type and Contact Hypersensitivity That Can Replace APC Function with Simpler 'Mini-APC' Vesicles
Delayed-type hypersensitivity (DTH) reactions exemplify mechanistic steps underlying Th1-mediated immune diseases and also defenses against pathogenic intracellular bacteria, fungi, parasites, and some viruses that include intercellular actions of exosomes [89] . Major examples of exosome involvement in cell-mediated immunity are represented by DC that were pulsed with native Ag of infectious agents [88, 179] . Then they are used as noncellular potent vaccines substituting for DC. Accordingly, DC-derived nanovesicles able to present peptide/ MHC complexes, and thereby acting like parental DC, were used to induce immune responses against tumor cells [90] [91] [92] , and also the inhibition of inflammatory responses to LPS [180] . We are not yet aware of the use of allergen-pulsed DC or other APC to produce Ag-presenting exosomes to desensitize against allergens. Instead this is traditionally done by administration of ascending doses 15 of soluble Ag in buffer for the induction of tolerance. However, this can definitely be expected. Such a mini-APC approach should be far safer, since allergen peptides are being given in a form that should not readily trigger IgE/mast cell responses that are more directed at the specificity of IgE to conformational determinants of usually given native allergens. Furthermore, such a mini-APC vesicle method will likely be far more effective due to the direct facilitation of Ag presentation not requiring the processing of native allergen. As an example, exosomes derived from OVA-pulsed mouse bone marrow DC express OVA peptide complexed in MHC. Administration of this exosome peptide-MHC complex leads to the polarization of immune response towards the Th1 phenotype [82] , and thus may be effective clinically in treating Th2-mediated allergic diseases.
As noted above, exosome-like mEV can influence cell-mediated immune responses as agents of the microbiome that shape and modulate the immune response. This approach takes advantage of the fact that mEV can be manipulated for their immunogenic contents for utilization as potent pathogen-free vaccines for immunizing humans and animals against infectious agents. Accordingly, DC that are pulsed with Toxoplasma gondii [181] release into the culture supernatant immunostimulatory exosomes that can replace DC. Additionally, Escherichia coli release mEV [182] , which, after injection into mice, are readily taken up by APC to efficiently stimulate a specific Th1-dependent immune response that prevents bacterial infections and most probably allergy development as well.
On the other hand, DC can be modified to produce immunosuppressive exosomes. Thus, administration of exosomes released by mouse DC genetically modified to express inhibitory Fas ligand resulted in the suppression of DTH elicited in mice immunized by intradermal injection of OVA or keyhole limpet hemocyanin (KLH) Ag emulsified with Freund's complete adjuvant [183] . Similarly, exosomes derived from cultured DC stimulated with IL-4 [184] or IL-10 [185] inhibited DTH induced by KLH with adjuvant. This effect was found to be dependent on the expression of the costimulatory molecule B7 (CD80/87) on the cytokine-treated DC [185] . It was concluded that B7, but not PD-L1/L2, on the surface of IL-10-treated DC and their derived exosomes play a critical role in the observed immunosuppressive functions.
In related in vivo studies, the systemic injection of IL-10-containing DC-derived exosomes suppressed the onset of murine collagen-induced arthritis (CIA) and reduced the severity of already established arthritis [186] .
Taken together, these data suggest that DC secrete exosomes that can be tailored to suppress inflammatory and autoimmune responses.
In a further study, indoleamine 2,3-dioxygenase (IDO), which is a tryptophan-degrading enzyme important for immune regulation and tolerance maintenance, was expressed in DC and their exosomes inhibited DTH effector T cells by depleting them of essential tryptophan and/or by producing toxic metabolites, as well as by generating Treg cells [187] . Accordingly, exosomes derived from these IDO-positive DC suppressed DTH and CIA. The suppressive effects were partially dependent on B7 costimulatory molecules. In addition, the gene transfer of CTLA-4 Ig to DC resulted in the induction of IDO in the DC releasing exosomes that were able to reduce inflammation in an IDO-dependent manner [187] . These results demonstrate that both types of IDO-expressing DCderived exosomes are immunosuppressive and anti-inflammatory, and consequently are able to reverse established arthritis. Therefore, exosomes from IDOpositive DC may represent a novel therapy for rheumatoid arthritis, and highlight studies showing that altered exosomes from in vitro manipulated DC can significantly influence DTH and related clinical disease models, like CIA.
As noted above, rats fed with OVA develop a tolerogenic activity in serum that can transfer tolerance to OVA and suppression when given at the time of induction of an immune response, and more over can abolish an established DTH response in the recipients, as well as their humoral IgG responses. The mechanism possibly involves demonstrated inhibitory exosomes ('tolerosomes') acting through CD25 + Treg cells and produced by GI epithelial cells from rats undergoing the induction of oral tolerance to OVA. Furthermore, this exosome-induced tolerance seems to be MHC restricted, and probably Ag nonspecific, since tolerosomes from animals fed with OVA suppress DTH induced with OVA or with human serum albumin [188, 189] . In contrast, exosomes from the culture supernatant of a tumor cell line manipulated genetically to express OVA, when injected at the time of DTH elicitation, were able to suppress mouse OVA-specific DTH induced as above, but not DTH induced by a KLH-adjuvant mixture, and thus acted in an Ag-specific manner [190] . As noted, tumor cell-derived exosomes usually contain tumor Ag and have been used as mini-APC to stimulate antitumor immune responses [90] [91] [92] . However, it is unclear if the tumor-derived exosomes can actually facilitate Ag-specific tumor immune evasion. Here, the tumor-derived OVA-expressing exosomes were internalized by CD11c + DC and transported to the draining lymph nodes to likely induce TGF-β 1 -and IL-4-producing Ts cells that seemed to modulate the APC to express an Ag-specific inhibitory function [190] . Furthermore, exosomes isolated from the plasma of mice immunized to KLH, but not from naive mice or OVA-immunized mice, could suppress KLH and not OVA-specific DTH. The effect was mediated by MHC class II + , Fas ligand + , CD11b
+ , but CD11c -plasma exosomes. In part these were dependent on the presence of Fas ligand on the exosomes and Fas on the recipient mouse cells [191] . These results suggest that plasma exosomes likely produced by APC and expressing CD11b and MHC class II complexed with tumor cell-derived peptides can suppress the immune response in a peptide Ag/MHC-specific manner partly through Fas/FasL interactions.
CD8 + Suppressor T Cell Exosome Ag Specifically Suppresses CHS and DTH by Delivering Inhibitory miRNA-150
The current research of our laboratories aims to investigate the detailed mechanisms of Ag-specific suppression of mouse hapten-induced CHS, as well as DTH that is induced by the intradermal injection of protein Ag without an adjuvant. CHS is considered to be a model that is relevant to human allergic contact dermatitis. Both are also considered to depend on mechanisms underlying cell-mediated immune responses to proteins in a variety of diseases, such as asthma, atopic dermatitis and various autoimmune conditions. We have reinvestigated the previously observed suppression of CHS by an enigmatic Ag-specific factor secreted into culture supernatant by Ts lymphocytes harvested from mice tolerized by intravenous injection of high doses of Ag. This led to the discovery of suppressive exosomes carrying inhibitory miRNA-150 that are surface coated with Ab light chains responsible for their Ag specificity [2, 192] . Thus, we demonstrated that this enigmatic Agspecific suppressor factor from mice rendered Ag specifically tolerant by the intravenous administration of a high dose of hapten Ag conjugated to autologous red blood cells, and subsequently immunized for CHS induced by the same hapten, was produced by CD8 + Ts cells as exosomes. These exosomes act by carrying and subsequently delivering inhibitory miRNA-150 Ag specifically, due to their surface coating of Ab light chains, and interestingly not heavy chains or whole Ab [2] . The suppressive exosomes could be isolated from either plasma of the tolerized animals or from culture supernatant of the Ts cells harvested from tolerized mouse spleen and peripheral lymph nodes [2, 192] . Critically, the inhibitory activity of the miRNA-150 was blocked by preincubation of the suppressive exosomes with an antagonist of miRNA-150, a polynucleotide of reverse sequence, i.e. anti-miR-150, compared to several controls [2] .
The most important proofs were provided by experiments with miRNA-150 -/-mice. Although appearing normal and able to be fully sensitized for the elicitation of CHS, these animals could not be tolerized, and exosomes from these unsuccessfully tolerized mice were lacking a suppressive function in vivo in CHS and in vitro blocking of the IL-2 receptivity of the T cell line [2] . Also very crucially, in vitro supplementation of these nonsuppressive exosomes from the miRNA-150 -/-mice tolerized with a high dose of hapten Ag, with synthetic miRNA-150 agonist, rendered them suppressive [2, 7] . Taken together, these findings show definitively that miRNA-150 delivered by the Ts cell-derived exosomes is the crucial mediator of the suppression. Further, that surface Ab light chains are responsible for the Ag-specificity of their suppression. The CD8 + Ts cells producing the inhibitory exosomes are Foxp3
- [2] , and thus are not conventional Treg cells, but instead originate from a separate lineage of regulatory cells that act to suppress CHS and DTH responses in vivo and in vitro [2] .
A Special Small Subset of B Cells Produces the Ag-Specific Ab Light Chains That Coat the Suppressive Exosomes
The Ts cell-derived exosomes are able to act as a preventive as well as therapeutic agent by inhibiting, respectively, the sensitization and elicitation of CHS, and by the alleviation of its symptoms [193] . However, the Ts cell exosomes are not nonspecifically pan-suppressive, since, while suppressing the Th1 effector cells mediating the classical late phase of CHS and DTH, they do not inhibit the required early phase mediated by B1a cells. These B1a cells are stimulated by IL-4 released rapidly after sensitization (by only 18 min) by hepatic iNKT cells [108] . These apparently are activated by glycolipid Ag swiftly released at the cutaneous sensitization site to then seemingly migrate to the liver to preferentially target hepatic iNKT cells [194] . As stated above, miRNA-150 loaded exosomes act in a strictly Ag-specific manner. Definitive dual reciprocal testing showed that exosomes obtained from mice tolerized to the trinitrophenyl (TNP) hapten suppressed only TNPinduced CHS, but not oxazolone (OX)-induced CHS effector cells, and, conversely, exosomes from mice tolerized to OX suppressed only CHS effector cells induced with the OX hapten, but not with TNP [2] . This unusual Ag-specificity has been unraveled by the discovery that the Ts cell-derived exosomes have a surface coating of hapten Ag-specific Ab light chains derived from B1a cells accompanying the CD8 + Ts cells. These B1a cells are activated by hapten-self complexes induced by the application of the relevant hapten on mouse skin, which completes the tolerogenic procedure [2] . The strict Ag specificity of the participating B1a cell subpopulation is due to activation-induced deaminase (AID), a nuclear mutating enzyme, which acted on the DNA of these cells prior to the immunization to cause mutations in the Ig V region genes, thus encoding the Ag-specific combining sites of Ab heavy and light chains [109, 195, 196] . This compares to the usual strictly germ line Vregion DNA sequences without mutations in the majority of typical B1a cells that are not acted on by AID, and produce so-called natural Ab. However, recent single cell sequencing of Ig V regions of developing B1a cells has shown that many of these cells, more than expected by prior information, are acted on by AID [197] . However, the processes stimulating the occurrence of AIDdependent mutations before immunization require further investigation. They do not involve prior sensitizing interactions with the microbiome, as they occur in germ-free animals. Thus, the presumed Ag activation that stimulated this subpopulation of B1a cells did not come from the standard external bacterial-, viral-or parasite-derived foreign Ag, but likely from unknown endogenous Ag [197] .
Characteristically, the special B1a cells, having only a few Ig V region mutations mediated by AID that account for their strict Ag specificity, are able to respond within minutes of hapten-self primary skin immunization, documented to occur in separate systems by just 18 min [108] , 30 min [109] or 1 h [198] after the original skin sensitization. As a consequence, the exosome-sensitizing Ab light chains with few mutations are of low affinity for Ag, compared to their associated isolated heavy chains or the parental whole Ab. However, multiple adjacent arrangement on the exosome surface likely results in their greater Ag avidity, sufficient to manifest the observed strict dual reciprocal Ag specificity of the suppressive exosomes [2] . Altogether, the suppressive exosomes that inhibit allergic cutaneous CHS are an unusual and unique product of components from both T cells (the miRNA-150-containing exosomes) and B cells (the exosome coating Ab light chains).
The crucial experiment determining the role of Ab light chains coating the suppressive exosomes attempted to induce typical Ag high dose tolerization in pan-Ig-deficient JH -/-mice. These mice lack Ab and, therefore, Ab light chains to coat the exosomes. Thus, cutaneous immunization for CHS in JH -/-mice previously tolerized with a high dose of Ag was not suppressed and their exosomes were not active [2] . Very importantly, suppression was restored by the coating of these nonsuppressive exosomes from tolerized JH -/-mice with monoclonal Ab light chains [2] . Of related translational clinical significance, in our prior work on immediate hypersensitivity based on models of CHS [199] and asthma [200] induced by cutaneous sensitization with hapten or protein [201] , the rapid activation of the small subpopulation of Ag-specific special B1a cells induced early after immunization was observed in all of these instances. Their activation resulted in the production of Ag-specific IgM Ab and the Ag-specific Ab light chains that coat the Ts cell-derived exosomes. These have the additional ability to sensitize cells, so far principally mast cells, by surface coating for mediator release when Ag is added in an analogous manner to IgE Ab [202] .
Regarding the suppressor exosomes, Ag-specific Ab free light chains [2] are produced by previously activated B1a cells and have low numbers of AID-mediated V-region mutations [109, 196] . They bind to the surface of CD8 + Ts cell-derived exosomes in a manner that keeps their combining sites available and allows quite an Agspecific function [2] . Note that tests in Fc receptor-deficient mice showed that these receptors are not involved in Ab light chain binding [202] . This is expected since they have no Fc portion. Instead, this binding may depend on surface lipid changes in the membrane of 'activated' exosomes [2, 7] , or by other unknown processes that are induced by tolerization or immunization. In contrast, exosomes from spleen and lymph nodes of nonimmunized mice do not have the ability to bind free Ab light chains. It is important to note that in related clinical work, it has been shown that various human leukocytes, like T cells, B cells and monocytes, can bind free Ab light chains [203, 204] . It was shown that this depends on cell surface lipids [204, 205] . Therefore, this subpopulation of B1a cells, stimulated by hapten contact skin application as the final step in the tolerance procedure or for induction of CHS, or the analogous maneuver of intradermal injection of OVA protein Ag to produce toler-ance to this protein, is responsible for the generation of hapten or protein Ag-specific Ab for the coating of Ts cell-derived 'activated' exosomes in mice undergoing Ag high-dose tolerization.
Free miRNAs That Are Not in Exosomes Also Suppress Ag Specificity by Final Association with Ag-Specific Exosomes
In other studies we defined an alternate pathway of suppression mediated by miRNA-150 present in a mixture of miRNAs that are free of exosomes. This mixture of extracellular RNAs (exRNA) was obtained by phenol chloroform extraction of the exosomes derived from the Ag-tolerized mice. miRNAs free of exosomes are also protected from RNases, by complexing with a hydrophobic chaperone, like an argonaute protein [7, [156] [157] [158] [159] . Interestingly, among the vast excess of other free RNAs and miRNAs in the exRNA mixture that are Ag nonspecific, miRNA-150 nonetheless inhibited CHS effector cells Ag specifically, as had Ts cell-derived exosomes [2] . This unusual finding of exRNAs acting Ag specifically in the absence of exosomes was unraveled. We demonstrated that the miRNAs became associated with Ag-specific exosomes produced by the Ag-specific B1a cells present in the mixture of CHS effector cells. The B1a cells made exosomes expressing surface Ab-like B cell Ag receptors (BCR). This mixed effector cell population also contained the Ag-specific CHS effector T cells and APC. These were then suppressed by the Agspecific B1a cell-derived exosomes that had become associated with the miRNA [7] .
These findings led to speculation that this represents an alternate pathway of Ag-specific targeting by freely circulating functional miRNA not contained in exosomes to regulate CHS effector T cells. In this case the miRNA among the exosome-free exRNA can be delivered to function in allergic CHS and perhaps in other responses by its association with such B1a cell-derived, Ag-specific, originally nonsuppressive exosomes. These exosomes were originally shown not to carry miRNA-150, but then were induced to gain it from the associating mixture of free exRNAs. Ag specificity of the exosome-associated miRNA suppressive activity results from the presence of BCR on the B1a cell-derived exosome surface. This allows for their specific delivery to affect Ag-specific T cells in the CHS-effector cell mixture.
The major miRNA fraction in the human circulation is free of exosomes, and instead is also protected from numerous RNases by complexing with chaperones, like argonautes and lipoproteins. This suggests that these miRNAs may similarly act by this alternative pathway of associating with or transfecting exosomes released by either cells neighboring the target cell population, or possibly even by the target cells themselves.
Overall, this is the first demonstration that miRNA free of exosomes can be functional and gain Ag-specific cell targeting to affect genetic function. This alternate pathway appears to be the only natural mechanism yet described for passing functional free extracellular miRNA between cells. This pathway of free exRNA intercellular transfer contrasts with the classical donor cell release of RNA-containing and cell-targeting exosomes. Since significant amounts of circulating exRNA are not in exosomes, these findings likely have important biological and immunological significance, and may be relevant to both the pathogenesis and treatment of diseases.
Determination That miRNA-150 Was Responsible for Exosome Suppression by Exploiting Their Ag Specificity
The discovery that coating of the suppressive exosomes with Ag-specific Ab light chains was responsible for their Ag specificity then led to the discovery of miRNA-150 as the crucial delivered inhibitory molecule. The Ag-specific Ab light chains were judged to enable Agspecific binding of the suppressive exosomes. This allowed for their fractionation using Ag-affinity column chromatography [2] . The Ag-binding exosomes had all the suppressive activity [2] . Processing of these Ag-binding exosomes, versus the Ag nonbinding exosomes, to mRNA, with further conversion to cDNA, and then DNA deep sequencing with subsequent bioinformatic analysis suggested consideration of miRNA-150 as the important inhibitory molecule in the Ag-specific suppressive exosomes. This was verified by the blocking of exosome suppression with the antisense polynucleotide of miRNA-150 (anti-miR-150), compared to numerous controls. Final definitive confirmation was shown by experiments in Ag-tolerized miRNA-150 -/-mice. The crucial experiment showed that association of the nonsuppressive exosomes from the unsuccessfully tolerized miRNA-150 -/-mice with miRNA-150 rendered them suppressive, in comparison to several controls as described above. This constituted a definitive proof that miRNA-150 is the crucial inhibitory molecule carried by the exosomes that is responsible for the suppression of allergic cutaneous CHS. 
APC Are the Target of the Ag-Specific Suppressive Exosomes
Further experiments showed that the inhibited CHS effector T cells are not the direct target of the suppressive exosomes, but rather their companion Ag-presenting cells, represented in our initial experiments by Ag-carrying macrophages. These APC are altered to become suppressive by the delivery of exosome miRNA-150 to then be able to Ag-specifically suppress companion Ag-specific CHSeffector T cells that recognize Ag/MHC complexes on the APC [206] . Finally, as confirmation of the above formulation, depletion of macrophages from the total CHS-effector cell population prior to in vitro incubation with the suppressive exosomes that precedes the adoptive cell transfer of CHS abolishes the suppressive action of the Ts cell exosome-delivered miRNA-150 on the CHS effector cell mixture. This observation confirms that Ag-presenting macrophages are essential for transferring the subsequent suppressive signal of a yet unknown nature [206] .
In current follow-up studies employing DTH induced with OVA without an adjuvant we have observed similar tolerance, allowing us to attempt to confirm the hypothesis that this mechanism requires the binding of OVA peptides on the APC surface by the Ab light chains on the suppressive exosomes. Accordingly, our preliminary evidence shows that the Ts cell exosomes inhibition of CHS involves the binding of Ag peptide determinants in the peptide/MHC complex on the surface of the APC by the Ag-specific Ab light chains on the exosome surface. This specific binding likely allows for internalization of the suppressive exosomes for delivery of their miRNA-150 into the Ag-presenting macrophages to tilt their gene function towards a suppressive pathway to inhibit the CHS effector T cells. Further preliminary data suggest that the Ag-presenting macrophages that received the Ts cell exosomes may suppress the CHS effector T cells via the release of secondary suppressive exosomes. These secondary vesicles as a part of a suppressive exosome cascade finally target the CHS effector T lymphocytes, leading to the inhibition of their function. Currently, the exact mechanism of the Ag-specific, miRNA-150-mediated suppression by the CD8 + Ts cell-derived exosomes affecting Ag-presenting macrophages to inhibit effector T cells is the focus of our research. In this regard, in a helper T cell system, pretreatment of Ag-primed macrophages with the Ts cell-derived, Ag-specific exosomes, as in the CHS suppression system above, results in the reduction of helper T cell-dependent, macrophage-mediated induction of B cell Ab responses to corpuscular Ag [206] . Additionally, the treatment of macrophages with suppressive exosomes causes the enhancement of the generation of reactive oxygen intermediates [207] . On the other hand, the mechanism of action of the suppressive exosome miRNA-150 cargo may depend on cytokine responsiveness of the final T cell targets. Accordingly, the suppressive exosomes or the mixed miRNA in their phenol chloroform extracts, or even miRNA-150 alone, inhibit the in vitro responsiveness of HT-2 cells, a T cell line, to IL-2 [2, 7] . In contrast, exosomes derived from lymphoid cells of unsuccessfully tolerized miRNA-150 -/-mice are inactive in this model and their suppressive activity is restored by the addition of miRNA-150 itself [2] . These additional findings suggest that the mechanisms enumerated above, acting alone or together, may play a role in the effector T cell suppression begun by the CD8 + Ts cell-derived primary exosomes delivering inhibitory miRNA-150 [2, 7] .
Additional preliminary data show that we are able to similarly induce DTH by intradermal injection of soluble casein Ag from milk, and activate similar Ag-specific suppression mediated by exosomal miRNA-150. Note that clinical observations suggest that hypersensitivity to casein is an aspect of food allergy to milk products that likely consists of a mixture of a type I allergic response mediated by food Ag-specific IgE Ab, and an additional possible DTH-like component. Therefore, this new technology of established procedures for the dissection of biological properties of functional miRNA carried by suppressive exosomes may enable us to examine and perhaps alter immunoregulatory pathways in food allergy to milk products in a new molecular way.
Thus, overall, our data have significant translational potential for a greater understanding and the possible construction of new therapies for diverse clinical allergic and immunological diseases based on the newly recognized, diverse and complex intercellular communications mediated by extracellular exosomes released by the involved cells, delivering RNAs and proteins to alter functions of acceptor cells involved in allergies and hypersensitivities.
Concluding Remarks
The pathogenesis of allergic and hypersensitivity responses relevant to human diseases appears to be significantly influenced by various exosome-dependent mechanisms. This principally involves the exchange of functional RNA between cells that are nearby or at a distance. This leads us to the following conclusions.
Firstly, appreciation of novel near or distant exosome release to mediate functional exchanges, along with established intercellular communication pathways via cytokines, provides new reasons to more strongly consider allergy and hypersensitivity responses in vivo in preference to in vitro, i.e. in vivo veritas . This leads to a preference for in vivo and ex vivo experiments in order to more fully appreciate the undoubtedly exosome-mediated interactions between immune and allergy-mediating cells, and the various stromal cells in their microenvironment, as well as other more distant cells that also send RNA genetic instructions via the circulation ( fig. 1 ) .
Secondly, it seems fairly certain that there will be new types of diagnostic approaches to allergic and hypersensitivity diseases involving the analysis of the RNAome and proteome of extracellular vesicles by which genetic instructions are delivered to other cells. These instructive RNAs either may or may not be carried in exosomes in the peripheral circulation or body fluids, like the BALF, and interestingly may even be present in breath exhalate.
Thirdly, the understanding of allergic and hypersensitivity diseases will undoubtedly be advanced when integrating these newly recognized exosome intercellular exchange processes into prior findings and constructs. Thus, this new knowledge should lead to the development of new preventive and therapeutic strategies beyond conventional modes of regulating and attenuating the immune response to specific allergens and Ag.
Fourthly, our work and other studies have determined that therapeutic exosomes are biologically active after delivery via different routes that were not considered previously. Since exosomes are natural and physiological, they can resist hostile environments, can have long-lasting effects and can penetrate tissue barriers that do not permit the transit of cells. These possibilities include therapeutic approaches far more tolerable to the patient than routine allergy shots. Such potential exosome therapies involve essentially cell-free, noninvasive approaches, with new routes of administration, such as oral, nasal, or inhaled. For the first time there is a real prospect of being able to specifically alter cell functions genetically in a physiological manner. This would be a huge and significant advance with profound clinical consequences.
